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TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION
REPORT NO.
MEETING DATE:

November 18, 2013

SUBJECT:

ISLINGTON STATION – TEMPORARY BUS TERMINAL

ACTION ITEM

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the Board:
1. Note that:
a. owing to ongoing deterioration of the concrete slab underneath the bus terminal
at Islington Station, it must be closed for repairs within three years or less;
b. the current bus terminal is very busy, and is used by three TTC routes and
fourteen Mississauga Transit (MiWay) bus routes, all of which will likely have to
be accommodated in some alternative arrangement when the terminal is closed;
c. the closure of the bus terminal will require that a temporary bus terminal be
constructed in the area adjacent to the current bus terminal;
d. TTC staff will report back in February 2014 on the property requirements, cost
estimate and funding sources for the temporary bus terminal at Islington Station;
2. Formally advise the City of Toronto and Build Toronto that the TTC may require the use
of some portion of the lands at 3326 Bloor Street West and 1226 Islington Avenue for
the temporary bus terminal, the extent, scope and duration of which will be determined in
consultation with all parties;
3. Request the City of Mississauga to formally confirm by December 15, 2013 that they
require accommodation for MiWay buses in the temporary bus terminal beginning in
January 2017, and to advise if they agree in principle to a cost-sharing agreement for the
design and construction of this temporary terminal;
4. Request Metrolinx to provide a firm schedule for the construction of the Kipling Mobility
Hub regional bus terminal at Kipling Station; and
5. Forward this report to the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario.
FUNDING
Funds for the temporary bus terminal at Islington Station are available in Project 3.4 Structural
Paving Rehabilitation Program, under the State of Good Repair/Safety Category as referenced
in the 2013-2022 Capital Programs books noted on pages 599-604, as approved by Council on
January 16, 2013.
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BACKGROUND
Current Bus Operations at Islington Station
Islington Station is located on the north-west quadrant of the Bloor/Islington intersection and
comprises of a bus terminal with 9 bus bays, a passenger pick-up and drop-off (PPUDO) area,
taxi stands, and a commuter parking lot with approximately 534 spaces (ref. Figure 1).
The bus terminal has frontage on both Islington Avenue and Bloor Street, though all buses enter
and exit via Bloor Street (ref. Figure 2). It is served by 3 TTC bus routes and 14 MiWay
(Mississauga Transit) bus routes, with approximately 33,000 customers per day using buses at
this station. Approximately 90 buses per hour operate into and out of this bus terminal during
the AM peak, with two thirds of that bus volume represented by MiWay services. MiWay buses
operate in the bus terminal under the terms of a lease agreement that will expire on December
31, 2016.
Structural Repair Requirements at Islington Station
A structural condition survey and investigation of Islington station revealed severe deterioration
of the reinforced concrete slab in the bus terminal area (BT2) where buses travel over the
passenger area, the AC Switchboard Room, and several storage and equipment rooms in the
concourse area of the station. The deterioration is severe enough in some areas to require the
closure of the 2 northern-most bus bays due to concerns with the structural capacity of the
deteriorated slab to carry live bus traffic. Refer to attached Figure 3 for the location of the
concrete slab BT2 and Figure 4 for photographs of the noted deterioration.
An on-going program has been established to monitor the deterioration of slab BT2 and to
ensure that further deterioration does not result in failure of the slab. Based on the
investigations conducted to date, it is recommended that the partial usage restrictions remain in
place and that the concrete slab be replaced by no later than December 2015. This timing could
potentially be extended to December 2016 if additional shoring is installed and the 2 northernmost bus bays remain closed. Repair and rehabilitation of the existing structure would take
more than 2 years and require the total closure of the existing terminal.
Redevelopment and Easier Access at Islington Station
Due to the original “slotted” style design of the bus bays, the complete redesign and
reconstruction of the Islington Station bus terminal is required to implement easier access,
similar to the recently completed work at Victoria Park Station. This will also provide greater
flexibility for bus operations at the station.
In 2009, City Council declared the properties at 3326 Bloor Street West and part of 1226
Islington Avenue (Islington Station) as surplus, and authorized Build Toronto to develop these
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lands with a significant commercial component. The transfer/turnover is subject to the retention
of interests required by law and the retention of areas and interests required to satisfy TTC
operational requirements. The development plan has not been finalized, and as such
transfer/turnover agreements with Build Toronto have yet to be negotiated and formalized.
To facilitate the Islington Station redevelopment, TTC was developing a concept for a TTC-only
bus terminal concurrently with the development of the Kipling regional bus terminal design. The
existing slotted-style bus terminal would be reconfigured to a fully-accessible island-style, which
would be located in the north-east corner of the Islington Station lands (ref. Figure 5).
The Islington Station design work was put on hold following the transfer of the Kipling regional
bus terminal project to Metrolinx in 2008, recognizing that reconfiguration of the Islington bus
terminal cannot proceed until a firm schedule is established for the shift of MiWay buses from
Islington Station to a new bus terminal at Kipling Station. Build Toronto has since been
considering redevelopment plans for the Islington Station properties including a TTC-only bus
terminal, but these plans have not been finalized.
Status of the Kipling Mobility Hub
A regional bus terminal at Kipling Station has been considered at various times over several
decades. The most recent initiative began in 2003, culminating in a report entitled
Kipling/Islington Bus Operations Study Final Report, which was approved by the TTC in 2004.
The recommended plan included a new 14-bay regional bus terminal on lands currently
occupied by the PPUDO and a portion of the existing Kipling (north) commuter parking lot,
largely within the right-of-way owned by Hydro One
The main purpose of a regional bus terminal at Kipling is twofold:
1. to relocate MiWay buses from Islington Station to Kipling Station, to allow
redevelopment of the City-owned lands now occupied by the bus terminal at Islington
Station, and
2. to accommodate the connection of planned future GO bus rapid transit service from
outside Toronto via Highway 427 and Dundas Street West to the Bloor-Danforth
Subway.
In 2008, the project was handed over from TTC to GO Transit/Metrolinx. Metrolinx developed a
revised Mobility Hub Public Realm Plan for the Kipling regional terminal in the same location as
the original TTC design concept. The Metrolinx concept was approved by the Design Review
Panel in 2009 (ref. Figure 6). Although Hydro One had previously given TTC permission to use
the hydro right-of-way for the new bus terminal, by the time Metrolinx had completed the new
mobility hub plan, Hydro One had changed its policies on third party use of its rights-of-way and
considered its previous permission to be no longer applicable. This change in Hydro One policy
also impacts the development of a TTC-only bus terminal at Islington Station.
Metrolinx has since been pursuing an alternate design concept that does not require Hydro
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property, but to date a new design has not been finalized. The Mayor of The City of Mississauga
has, by letter dated October 23, 2013, expressed concern to the Premier of Ontario with this
lack of progress on the regional bus terminal, detailing the chronology of events from initial
planning to present. The letter further indicates that any added costs for the City of Mississauga
resulting from delays beyond the date when their lease expires at Islington Station should be the
responsibility of the Province. A copy of this letter is appended as Attachment 1.
DISCUSSION
As the structural repairs, accessibility requirements, potential redevelopment of the Islington
Station lands and the relocation of the MiWay buses are interrelated, the TTC’s investment in
this station must be strategically planned with all these issues considered.
To maintain the exiting terminal in operation, the estimated cost for the structural repairs and
rehabilitation work is $15 million. Logically it would be preferable to redevelop the station
property and provide a new accessible terminal rather than repair the existing one. However,
the timing of Build Toronto’s redevelopment is uncertain, as is the timing of the Metrolinx’s
Kipling regional bus terminal which is pivotal to the feasibility of the redevelopment at Islington.
With no firm plans for either of these locations, it has become clear that a temporary bus
terminal will be required at Islington regardless of whether the existing bus terminal is repaired,
or if the repair is deferred in favour of a later redevelopment.
The temporary terminal should not preclude the ability to construct a new accessible TTC-only
terminal to the north of the existing terminal. Since the temporary terminal needs to be in close
proximity to the station entrance, the lands at 3326 Bloor Street West, immediately west of the
existing terminal, is the best location. It is therefore recommended that once the design concept
for the temporary terminal is finalized that the TTC’s needs for the portion of these lands
required be formally communicated to the City of Toronto. The extent of the impact of the
temporary bus terminal on 3326 Bloor Street will be established through the detailed design
process. Appropriate City of Toronto and Build Toronto representatives will be included in the
development of the detailed design for the temporary terminal.
Due to the expected duration of use, the temporary terminal will need to incorporate at least a
base level of passenger comfort amenitites, including covered walkways connecting to the
station entrance, sheltered waiting areas and improved lighting. The required size of the
temporary terminal, and therefore the impact on the 3326 Bloor Street West site, is dependent
on whether or not MiWay buses will need to be accommodated after 2016. Although it must be
confirmed through formal communication, based on the information provided by the Mayor of
Mississauga in Attachment 1, it is anticipated that Metrolinx is not in a position to provide the
regional bus terminal at Kipling Station in the foreseeable future. Therefore, MiWay buses will
likely need to be accommodated in the temporary terminal at Islington Station.
Considering that two-thirds of the existing Islington Station bus terminal is required to
accommodate MiWay buses, it is appropriate to request the City of Mississauga to share the
costs of the design and construction of the temporary bus terminal. Through the letter in
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Attachment 1, the City of Mississauga is taking the position that this cost should be borne by the
Province. Wherever the funding originates, TTC needs agreement in principle that the costs for
the temporary terminal will be shared.
If the City of Mississauga is agreeable to a cost-sharing arrangement, TTC and Mississauga
Transit staff will initiate the development of designs and cost estimates for the temporary
terminal to establish the basis for discussing cost sharing. Due to the lead time required to
undertake such a process, the City of Mississauga is being asked for their position no later than
December 15, 2013.
JUSTIFICATION
A temporary bus terminal is required to be constructed at Islington Station due to the deteriorated
structural condition of the existing terminal.
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Figure 1 – Islington Station Site Layout
Figure 2 – Islington Station Bus Terminal
Figure 3 – Concrete Slab Locations
Figure 4 – Concrete Slab Condition Photos
Figure 5 – Islington Station – TTC-Only Bus Terminal Concept
Figure 6 – Kipling Station Mobility Hub Plan
Attachment 1 – October 23, 2013 Letter from Mayor Hazel McCallion to The Honourable Premier
Kathleen Wynne
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Existing Conditions at Islington Station

Figure 2 – Islington Station Bus Terminal

Existing Conditions
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Existing Islington Bus Terminal Structural Issues

Figure 4 – Concrete Slab Condition Photos

Figure 5 – Islington Station – TTC-Only Bus Terminal Concept

TTC Proposed Location for new Islington Bus Terminal

Figure 6 – Kipling Station Mobility Hub Plan

Metrolinx concept for Kipling Station Regional Bus Terminal

